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Session 11: Reigns 

Suggested Week of Use: February 14, 2021 
Core Passage: Luke 6:1-11 

  
 

News Story Summary 

 

In December, Edina Habibovic graduated from nursing school. Her mother, Sevala Habibovic, 

died of cancer in 2017 and had asked the home health nurse caring for her, Sonja Josipovic, to 

stand in her place when Edina graduated. Both were Bosnian refugees which fueled their 

friendship. Edina graduated and began working at the same facility that had cared for her mom 

which is also where Sonja works. Due to COVID, there was no graduation or pinning ceremony 

planned so Edina’s manager decided to host a ceremony. Sonja Josipovic, the home care nurse, 

was true to her promise, being the one who pinned Edina in a small pinning ceremony at 

Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital, DuPage County, IL. 
 

For more about this story, search “nurse fulfills promise to dying patient”.  

 

Focus Attention 

 

To replace the Focus Attention idea, share the story of Sonja Josipovic making a promise to a 

dying patient. Invite the group to identify obstacles that might need to be overcome for Sonja to 

fulfill that promise. Emphasize that COVID restrictions created additional challenges for Sonja 

to fulfill that promise. Lead the group to discuss how personal desires might come in conflict 

with guidelines. Explain that today’s study focuses on an event from the life of Jesus where 

religious guidelines were obstacles Jesus had to overcome to meet a need. Challenge the group to 

look for principles followed by Jesus when facing guidelines that got in the way of helping 

others.  

 

Summarize and Challenge 

 

To supplement the Review idea under Summarize and Challenge, recall the story of Sonja, 

focusing on the manager helping to plan a pinning ceremony. Lead the group to discuss how 

meeting a need was prioritized by conducting a pinning ceremony. Complete the step as 

presented, directing the group to review Luke 6:1-11 to identify how Jesus prioritized the 

meeting of a need over keeping a ritual.  
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